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MotivationsMotivations

•• Porting to new domains or applications isPorting to new domains or applications is
expensiveexpensive

•• Current technology requires IE expertsCurrent technology requires IE experts
•• Expertise difficult to find on the marketExpertise difficult to find on the market
•• SME cannot afford IE expertsSME cannot afford IE experts

•• Machine learning approachesMachine learning approaches
•• Domain portability is relatively straightforwardDomain portability is relatively straightforward
•• System expertise is not required for customizationSystem expertise is not required for customization
•• ““Data drivenData driven”” rule acquisition ensures full coverage rule acquisition ensures full coverage

of examplesof examples



ProblemsProblems
•• Training data may not exist, and may be veryTraining data may not exist, and may be very

expensive to acquireexpensive to acquire

•• Large volume of training data may be requiredLarge volume of training data may be required

•• Changes to specifications may requireChanges to specifications may require
reannotation reannotation of large quantities of training dataof large quantities of training data

•• Understanding and control of a domain adaptiveUnderstanding and control of a domain adaptive
system is not always easy for non-expertssystem is not always easy for non-experts



ParametersParameters

•• Document structureDocument structure
•• Free textFree text
•• Semi-structuredSemi-structured
•• StructuredStructured

•• Richness of the annotationRichness of the annotation
•• Shallow NLPShallow NLP
•• Deep NLPDeep NLP

•• Complexity of the templateComplexity of the template
filling rulesfilling rules
•• Single slotSingle slot
•• Multi slotMulti slot

•• Amount of dataAmount of data

•• Degree of automationDegree of automation
•• Semi-automaticSemi-automatic
•• SupervisedSupervised
•• Semi-SupervisedSemi-Supervised
•• UnsupervisedUnsupervised

•• Human interaction/contributionHuman interaction/contribution

•• Evaluation/validationEvaluation/validation
•• during learning loopduring learning loop
•• Performance: recall andPerformance: recall and

precisionprecision



Learning Methods for Template Filling RulesLearning Methods for Template Filling Rules

•• Inductive learningInductive learning

•• Statistical methodsStatistical methods

•• Bootstrapping techniquesBootstrapping techniques

•• Active learningActive learning



DocumentsDocuments

•• Unstructured (Free) TextUnstructured (Free) Text
•• Regular sentences and paragraphsRegular sentences and paragraphs
•• Linguistic techniques, e.g., NLPLinguistic techniques, e.g., NLP

•• Structured TextStructured Text
•• Itemized informationItemized information
•• Uniform syntactic clues, e.g., table understandingUniform syntactic clues, e.g., table understanding

•• Semi-structured TextSemi-structured Text
•• Ungrammatical, telegraphic (e.g., missingUngrammatical, telegraphic (e.g., missing

attributes, multi-value attributes, attributes, multi-value attributes, ……))
•• Specialized programs, e.g., wrappersSpecialized programs, e.g., wrappers



““Information ExtractionInformation Extraction”” From Free Text From Free Text
October 14, 2002, 4:00 a.m. PT

For years, Microsoft Corporation CEO
Bill Gates railed against the economic
philosophy of open-source software
with Orwellian fervor, denouncing its
communal licensing as a "cancer" that
stifled technological innovation.

Today, Microsoft claims to "love" the
open-source concept, by which
software code is made public to
encourage improvement and
development by outside programmers.
Gates himself says Microsoft will gladly
disclose its crown jewels--the coveted
code behind the Windows operating
system--to select customers.

"We can be open source. We love the
concept of shared source," said Bill
Veghte, a Microsoft VP. "That's a super-
important shift for us in terms of code
access.“

Richard Stallman, founder of the Free
Software Foundation, countered
saying…

Microsoft Corporation
CEO
Bill Gates
Microsoft
Gates
Microsoft

Bill Veghte
Microsoft
VP
Richard Stallman
founder
Free Software Foundation

NAME      TITLE   ORGANIZATION

Bill Gates CEO Microsoft

Bill Veghte VP Microsoft

Richard Stallman founder Free Soft..
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*

*

*



IE from Research PapersIE from Research Papers



Extracting Job Openings from the WebExtracting Job Openings from the Web::
SemiSemi-Structured Data-Structured Data

foodscience.com-Job2

 JobTitle: Ice Cream Guru

 Employer: foodscience.com

 JobCategory: Travel/Hospitality

 JobFunction: Food Services

 JobLocation: Upper Midwest

Contact Phone: 800-488-2611

 DateExtracted: January 8, 2001
 Source: www.foodscience.com/jobs_midwest.html

 OtherCompanyJobs: foodscience.com-Job1



OutlineOutline
•• Free textFree text

•• Supervised and semi-automaticSupervised and semi-automatic
•• AutoSlogAutoSlog

•• Semi-SupervisedSemi-Supervised
•• AutoSlog-TSAutoSlog-TS

•• UnsupervisedUnsupervised
•• ExDiscoExDisco

•• Semi-structured and unstructured textSemi-structured and unstructured text
•• NLP-based wrapping techniquesNLP-based wrapping techniques

•• RAPIERRAPIER



Free TextFree Text



NLP-based Supervised ApproachesNLP-based Supervised Approaches

•• Input is an annotated corpusInput is an annotated corpus
•• Documents with associated templatesDocuments with associated templates

•• A parserA parser
•• Chunk parserChunk parser
•• Full sentence parserFull sentence parser

•• Learning the mapping rulesLearning the mapping rules
•• From linguistic constructions to templateFrom linguistic constructions to template

fillersfillers



AutoSlog (1993)AutoSlog (1993)
•• Extracting a concept dictionary for templateExtracting a concept dictionary for template

fillingfilling
•• Full sentence parserFull sentence parser
•• One slot filler rulesOne slot filler rules
•• Domain adaptation performanceDomain adaptation performance

•• Before AutoSlog: hand-crafted dictionaryBefore AutoSlog: hand-crafted dictionary
•• two highly skilled graduate studentstwo highly skilled graduate students
•• 1500 person-hours1500 person-hours

•• AutoSlog:AutoSlog:
•• A dictionary for the terrorist domain: 5 person hoursA dictionary for the terrorist domain: 5 person hours
•• 98% performance achievement of the hand-crafted98% performance achievement of the hand-crafted

dictionarydictionary



WorkflowWorkflow

conceptual
sentence parser

(CIRUS)

rule learner template filling 
Rule

slot filler: Target: „public building“

..., public buildings were bombed and 
a car-bomb was detonated

slot fillers
(answer keys)

linguistic 
patterns

<subject > passive-verb

documents



Linguistic PatternsLinguistic Patterns





Error SourcesError Sources

•• A sentence contains the answer key stringA sentence contains the answer key string
but does not contain the eventbut does not contain the event

•• The sentence parser delivers wrong resultsThe sentence parser delivers wrong results

•• A heuristic proposes a wrong conceptualA heuristic proposes a wrong conceptual
anchoranchor



Training DataTraining Data
•• MUC-4 corpusMUC-4 corpus
•• 1500 texts1500 texts
•• 1258 answer keys1258 answer keys
•• 4780 string fillers4780 string fillers
•• 1237 concept node definition1237 concept node definition

•• Human in loop for validation to filter out badHuman in loop for validation to filter out bad
and wrong definitions: 5 hoursand wrong definitions: 5 hours

•• 450 concept nodes left after human review450 concept nodes left after human review





SummarySummary

•• AdvantagesAdvantages
•• Semi-automaticSemi-automatic
•• Less human effortLess human effort

•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• Human interactionHuman interaction
•• Still very naive approachStill very naive approach
•• Need a big amount ofNeed a big amount of

annotationannotation
•• Domain adaptationDomain adaptation

bottelneck is shifted tobottelneck is shifted to
human annotationhuman annotation

•• No generation of rulesNo generation of rules
•• One slot filling ruleOne slot filling rule
•• No mechanism for filteringNo mechanism for filtering

out bad rulesout bad rules



NLP-based ML ApproachesNLP-based ML Approaches

•• LIEP (Huffman, 1995)LIEP (Huffman, 1995)
•• PALKA (Kim & Moldovan, 1995)PALKA (Kim & Moldovan, 1995)
•• HASTEN (Krupka, 1995)HASTEN (Krupka, 1995)
•• CRYSTAL (Soderland et al., 1995)CRYSTAL (Soderland et al., 1995)



LIEP [1995]LIEP [1995]

The Parliament building was bombed by Carlos.



PALKA [1995]PALKA [1995]

The Parliament building was bombed by Carlos.



HASTEN [1995]HASTEN [1995]

The Parliament building was bombed by Carlos.

Egraphs
(SemanticLabel, StructuralElement)



CRYSTAL [1995]CRYSTAL [1995]

The Parliament building was bombed by Carlos.



A Few RemarksA Few Remarks

•• Single slot vs. multi.-solt rulesSingle slot vs. multi.-solt rules
•• Semantic constraintsSemantic constraints
•• Exact phrase matchExact phrase match



Semi-Supervised ApproachesSemi-Supervised Approaches



AutoSlogAutoSlog TS TS [Riloff, 1996] [Riloff, 1996]
••Input: pre-classified documents (relevant vs. irrelevant)Input: pre-classified documents (relevant vs. irrelevant)
••NLP as preprocessing: full parser for detecting subject-v-NLP as preprocessing: full parser for detecting subject-v-
object relationshipsobject relationships
••PrinciplePrinciple

••Relevant patterns are patterns occuring more often in theRelevant patterns are patterns occuring more often in the
relevant documentsrelevant documents

••Output: ranked patterns, but not classified, namely, only theOutput: ranked patterns, but not classified, namely, only the
left hand side of a template filling ruleleft hand side of a template filling rule
•The dictionary construction process consists of two stages:

•pattern generation and
•statistical filtering

•Manual review of the results





Pattern ExtractionPattern Extraction

TThe sentence he sentence analyzeranalyzer  produces aproduces a  syntacticsyntactic
analysis for each sentence andanalysis for each sentence and  identifiedidentified
noun phrases. For each noun phrase, thenoun phrases. For each noun phrase, the
heuristic rules generate a pattern to extractheuristic rules generate a pattern to extract
noun phrasenoun phrase..

  <<subject>subject>  bombedbombed



Relevance FilteringRelevance Filtering

•• the whole text corpus will be processed athe whole text corpus will be processed a
second time using the extractedsecond time using the extracted  patternspatterns
obtained by stage 1.obtained by stage 1.

•• Then each pattern will beThen each pattern will be  assigned with aassigned with a
relevance rate based on its occurringrelevance rate based on its occurring
frequency in the relevant documentsfrequency in the relevant documents
relatively to its occurrence in the total corpus.relatively to its occurrence in the total corpus.

••  A preferred pattern is A preferred pattern is  the one which occursthe one which occurs
more often in the relevant documents.more often in the relevant documents.



Relevance Rate:

  rel-freqi
Pr(relevant text \ text contains case framei ) =

  total-freqi

rel-freqi : number of instances of case-framei  in the relevant documents
total-freqi:        total number of instances of case-framei

Ranking Function:

scorei = relevance ratei * log2 (frequencyi )
Pr < 0,5 negatively correlated with the domain

Statistical FilteringStatistical Filtering



„„TopTop““



Empirical Results

•1500 MUC-4 texts

•50% are relevant.

•In stage 1, 32,345 unique extraction patterns.

• A user reviewed the top 1970 patterns in
about 85 minutes and kept the best 210
patterns.

•Evaluation

•AutoSlog and AutoSlog-TS systems return
comparable performance.



ConclusionConclusion

•• AdvantagesAdvantages
•• Pioneer approach to automatic learning of extraction patternsPioneer approach to automatic learning of extraction patterns
•• Reduce the manual annotationReduce the manual annotation

•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• Ranking function is too dependent on the occurrence of aRanking function is too dependent on the occurrence of a

pattern, relevant patterns with low frequency can not float topattern, relevant patterns with low frequency can not float to
the topthe top

•• Only patterns, not classificationOnly patterns, not classification



UnsupervisedUnsupervised



ExDisco (Yangarber 2001)

•• SeedSeed
•• BootstrappingBootstrapping
•• Duality/Density Principle for validation ofDuality/Density Principle for validation of

each iterationeach iteration



InputInput

•• a corpus of unclassified and unannotateda corpus of unclassified and unannotated
documentsdocuments

•• a seed of patterns, e.g.,a seed of patterns, e.g.,

subject(company)-verb(appoint)-object(person)subject(company)-verb(appoint)-object(person)



NLP as PreprocessingNLP as Preprocessing

•• full parser for detecting subject-v-object relationshipsfull parser for detecting subject-v-object relationships

•• NE recognitionNE recognition

•• Functional Dependency Grammar Functional Dependency Grammar (FDG) formalism(FDG) formalism
(Tapannaien & J(Tapannaien & Jäärvinen, 1997)rvinen, 1997)



Duality/Density PrincipleDuality/Density Principle
(boostrapping)(boostrapping)

•• Density:Density:
•• Relevant documents contain more relevant patternsRelevant documents contain more relevant patterns

•• Duality:Duality:
•• documents that are relevant to the scenario aredocuments that are relevant to the scenario are

strong indicators of good patternsstrong indicators of good patterns
••  good patterns are indicators of relevant documents good patterns are indicators of relevant documents



AlgorithmAlgorithm

•• Given:Given:
•• a large corpus of un-annotated anda large corpus of un-annotated and  un-classified documentsun-classified documents
•• a trusted set of scenario patterns,a trusted set of scenario patterns,  initially chosen ad hoc by the user, theinitially chosen ad hoc by the user, the

seed.seed.  Normally is the seed relatively small, two orNormally is the seed relatively small, two or  threethree
•• (possibly empty) set of concept classes(possibly empty) set of concept classes

•• PartitionPartition
•• applying seed to the documents and divideapplying seed to the documents and divide  them into relevant andthem into relevant and

irrelevant documentsirrelevant documents
•• SSearchearch for new candidate patterns: for new candidate patterns:

•• automatic convert each sentence into a setautomatic convert each sentence into a set  of candidate patterns.of candidate patterns.
•• choose those patterns which are stronglychoose those patterns which are strongly  distributed in the relevantdistributed in the relevant

documentsdocuments
•• Find new conceptsFind new concepts

•• User feedbackUser feedback
•• RepeatRepeat



WorkflowWorkflow

documents

seeds

ExDisco

Ppartition/classifier

pattern 
extraction
filtering

Dependency 
Parser

Named Entity
Recognition

relevant
documents

irrelevant
documents

new seeds



Pattern RankingPattern Ranking

Score(P)=|HScore(P)=|H∩∩R|R|

|H|
LOG (|H∩R|).



Evaluation of Event ExtractionEvaluation of Event Extraction



ExDiscoExDisco

•• AdvantagesAdvantages
•• UnsupervisedUnsupervised
•• Multi-slot template filler rulesMulti-slot template filler rules

•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• Only subject-verb-object patterns, local patterns are ignoredOnly subject-verb-object patterns, local patterns are ignored
•• No generalization of pattern rules (see inductive learning)No generalization of pattern rules (see inductive learning)
•• Collocations are not taken into account, e.g., Collocations are not taken into account, e.g., PN takePN take

responsibility of Companyresponsibility of Company

•• Evaluation methodsEvaluation methods
•• Event extraction: integration of patterns into IE system and testEvent extraction: integration of patterns into IE system and test

recall and precisionrecall and precision
•• Qualitative observation: manual evaluationQualitative observation: manual evaluation
•• Document filtering: using ExDisco as document classifier andDocument filtering: using ExDisco as document classifier and

document retrieval systemdocument retrieval system



Relational learning andRelational learning and
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)

•• Allow induction over structuredAllow induction over structured
examples that can include first-orderexamples that can include first-order
logical representations and unboundedlogical representations and unbounded
data structuresdata structures



Semi-Structured and Un-Structured DocumentsSemi-Structured and Un-Structured Documents



RAPIER [RAPIER [CaliffCaliff, 1998], 1998]
•• Inductive Logic ProgrammingInductive Logic Programming
•• Extraction RulesExtraction Rules

•• Syntactic informationSyntactic information
•• Semantic informationSemantic information

•• AdvantageAdvantage
•• Efficient learning (bottom-up)Efficient learning (bottom-up)

•• DrawbackDrawback
•• Single-slot extractionSingle-slot extraction



RAPIER [RAPIER [CaliffCaliff, 1998], 1998]
•• Uses relational learning to construct unbounded pattern-Uses relational learning to construct unbounded pattern-

match rules, given a database of texts and filled templatesmatch rules, given a database of texts and filled templates

•• Primarily consists of a bottom-up searchPrimarily consists of a bottom-up search

•• Employs limited syntactic and semantic informationEmploys limited syntactic and semantic information

•• Learn rules for the complete IE taskLearn rules for the complete IE task



Filled template of RAPIERFilled template of RAPIER



RAPIERRAPIER’’ss rule representation rule representation

•• Indexed by template name and slot nameIndexed by template name and slot name
•• Consists of three parts:Consists of three parts:
    1. A pre-filler pattern    1. A pre-filler pattern
    2. Filler pattern (matches the actual slot)    2. Filler pattern (matches the actual slot)
    3. Post-filler    3. Post-filler



PatternPattern

•• Pattern item: matches exactly one wordPattern item: matches exactly one word
•• Pattern list: has a maximum length NPattern list: has a maximum length N

and matches 0..N words.and matches 0..N words.
•• Must satisfy a set of constraintsMust satisfy a set of constraints
    1. Specific word, POS, Semantic class    1. Specific word, POS, Semantic class

 2. Disjunctive lists 2. Disjunctive lists



RAPIER RuleRAPIER Rule



RAPIERRAPIER’’S Learning AlgorithmS Learning Algorithm

•• Begins with a most specific definition andBegins with a most specific definition and
compresses it by replacing with morecompresses it by replacing with more
general onesgeneral ones

•• Attempts to compress the rules for each slotAttempts to compress the rules for each slot

•• Preferring more specific rulesPreferring more specific rules



ImplementationImplementation
•• Least general generalization (LGG)Least general generalization (LGG)
•• Starts with rules containing onlyStarts with rules containing only

generalizations of the filler patternsgeneralizations of the filler patterns
•• Employs top-down beam search for pre andEmploys top-down beam search for pre and

post fillerspost fillers
•• Rules are ordered using an information gainRules are ordered using an information gain

metric and weighted by the size of the rulemetric and weighted by the size of the rule
(preferring smaller rules)(preferring smaller rules)



ExampleExample
Located in Atlanta, Georgia.
Offices in Kansas City, Missouri



Example (cont)Example (cont)



Example (cont)Example (cont)

Final best rule:



Experimental EvaluationExperimental Evaluation

•• A set of 300 computer-related job postingA set of 300 computer-related job posting
from from austinaustin.jobs.jobs

•• A set of 485 seminar announcements fromA set of 485 seminar announcements from
CMU.CMU.

•• Three different versions of RAPIER wereThree different versions of RAPIER were
testedtested
1.words, POS tags, semantic classes1.words, POS tags, semantic classes
2. words, POS tags2. words, POS tags
3. words3. words



Performance on job postingsPerformance on job postings



Results for seminar announcement taskResults for seminar announcement task



ConclusionConclusion
•• ProsPros

 Have the potential to help automate the development process ofHave the potential to help automate the development process of
IE systems.IE systems.

 Work well in locating specific data in newsgroup messagesWork well in locating specific data in newsgroup messages
 Identify potential slot fillers and their surrounding context withIdentify potential slot fillers and their surrounding context with

limited syntactic and semantic informationlimited syntactic and semantic information
 Learn rules from relatively small sets of examples in someLearn rules from relatively small sets of examples in some

specific domainspecific domain

•• ConsCons
 single slotsingle slot
 regular expressionregular expression
 Unknown performances for more complicated situationsUnknown performances for more complicated situations



CRYSTAL + Webfoot [1997]CRYSTAL + Webfoot [1997]



WHISK [1999]WHISK [1999]
The Parliament buildingThe Parliament building was bombed by  was bombed by Carlos.Carlos.

WHISK Rule:
*(PhyObj)*@passive *F ‘bombed’ * {PP ‘by’

*F (Person)}

Context-based patterns



SnowballSnowball
((E. E. AgichteinAgichtein and E.  and E. EskinEskin and L.  and L. GravanoGravano, 2001), 2001)

•• InputInput
•• a corpus of unclassified and unannotated documentsa corpus of unclassified and unannotated documents
•• a seed of related terms, e.g.,  a seed of related terms, e.g.,  Miscrosoft, RedmondMiscrosoft, Redmond (head-quarter of a company) (head-quarter of a company)

•• NLP as preprocessing: named entity recognitionNLP as preprocessing: named entity recognition
•• MITRE CooperationMITRE Cooperation‘‘s Alembic Workbenchs Alembic Workbench

•• Pattern: a tuple of surface strings around the related named entitiesPattern: a tuple of surface strings around the related named entities
•• <left, tag1, middle, tag2, right><left, tag1, middle, tag2, right>

•• Duality Principle (boostrapping)Duality Principle (boostrapping)
•• Relevance of a pattern is dependent on the relevance of extracted relationsRelevance of a pattern is dependent on the relevance of extracted relations
•• Relevance of an extracted relation is dependent on the relevance of the patternRelevance of an extracted relation is dependent on the relevance of the pattern

•• Output: ranked pattern labelled by a specific relationOutput: ranked pattern labelled by a specific relation
•• AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Unsupervised, open-domainUnsupervised, open-domain
•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages

•• Only surface string will be consideredOnly surface string will be considered
•• Not applicable and scalable to related terms belong to diffent relationshipsNot applicable and scalable to related terms belong to diffent relationships
•• No disambiguation solutionNo disambiguation solution

•• EvaluationEvaluation
•• Accurracy: check the first 100 patternsAccurracy: check the first 100 patterns
•• IR-based evaluation: Recall/Precision, not all relevant relations from a single documentIR-based evaluation: Recall/Precision, not all relevant relations from a single document



Semi-Automatic detection of domainSemi-Automatic detection of domain
relevant relationshipsrelevant relationships

•• Open-domain information extraction (Open-domain information extraction (SurdeanuSurdeanu &  & HarabagiuHarabagiu, 2000), 2000)
•• The domain of interest results from several interactions with the usersThe domain of interest results from several interactions with the users
•• Successful IE cannot be achieved only by automatically learning ofSuccessful IE cannot be achieved only by automatically learning of

patternspatterns
•• We need reliably recognizeWe need reliably recognize

•• reference to the same entitiesreference to the same entities
•• events of interestevents of interest
•• disambiguation of syntactic and semantic information pertaining to the topicdisambiguation of syntactic and semantic information pertaining to the topic

of interestof interest

•• Acquisition of patterns for knowledge-intensive informationAcquisition of patterns for knowledge-intensive information
extraction (extraction (Harabagiu Harabagiu & & MaioranoMaiorano, 2000), 2000)
•• WordNetWordNet for extracting more domain-relevant and related concepts, for extracting more domain-relevant and related concepts,

using collocations for sense disambiguationusing collocations for sense disambiguation
•• Assigning collocations as trigger words based on Assigning collocations as trigger words based on wordNetwordNet, e.g., take, e.g., take

the helm,the helm,
•• ““helmhelm”” pertains to  pertains to ““position of leadershipposition of leadership””



CICERO:CICERO: WordNet WordNet for Pattern for Pattern
AcquisitionAcquisition
((Harabagiu Harabagiu & & MaioranoMaiorano, 2000), 2000)

•• Combining Combining lexicolexico-semantic information available from-semantic information available from WordNet WordNet database database
with collocating data extracted from training corporawith collocating data extracted from training corpora
•• Building Building ontologies ontologies for domain patternsfor domain patterns
•• SupervisedSupervised

•• Acquisition of domain knowledge for IEAcquisition of domain knowledge for IE
•• Creation of semantic space that models domain viaCreation of semantic space that models domain via WordNet WordNet concepts and concepts and

relevant connections between themrelevant connections between them
•• Morphological connections: nominalization (e.g., Morphological connections: nominalization (e.g., lead lead vs. vs. leaderleader))
•• Relations:Relations:

•• Thematic relations: <organization-agent, {fire, dismiss}, person>Thematic relations: <organization-agent, {fire, dismiss}, person>
•• SubsumptionSubsumption: {president} : {president} isis->a->a {executive, executive director} {executive, executive director}
•• Contextual relations: entail, antonym, composeContextual relations: entail, antonym, compose

•• Classification and expansion of Classification and expansion of collocational collocational relationships: (e.g., relationships: (e.g., take officetake office is a is a
hyponym of hyponym of succeedsucceed ,  , taketake can use {position, place, post, slot} can use {position, place, post, slot}

•• Scanning the phrasal parses of texts for collocating domain concepts (patternScanning the phrasal parses of texts for collocating domain concepts (pattern
building)building)

•• Patterns are classified against thePatterns are classified against the WordNet WordNet hierarchies (induction) hierarchies (induction)
•• AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Big coverage of different variant relations needed by a domainBig coverage of different variant relations needed by a domain
•• Necessary knowledge forNecessary knowledge for coreference coreference resolution of nominal entities and event resolution of nominal entities and event

entities (template merging)entities (template merging)
•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages

•• Supervised learningSupervised learning
•• Performance is strongly dependent on the coverage ofPerformance is strongly dependent on the coverage of WordNet WordNet
•• Methods are not very transparent  and appear very complex, too much heuristicsMethods are not very transparent  and appear very complex, too much heuristics



Web DocumentsWeb Documents



Web IE Tools Web IE Tools (main technique used)(main technique used)

•• Wrapper languages Wrapper languages (TSIMMIS, Web-OQL)(TSIMMIS, Web-OQL)

•• HTML-aware HTML-aware (X4F, XWRAP, (X4F, XWRAP, RoadRunnerRoadRunner, , LixtoLixto))

•• NLP-based NLP-based (RAPIER, SRV, WHISK)(RAPIER, SRV, WHISK)

•• Inductive learning Inductive learning (WIEN,(WIEN, SoftMealy SoftMealy, Stalker), Stalker)

•• Modeling-based Modeling-based ((NoDoSENoDoSE, , DEByEDEByE))

•• Ontology-based Ontology-based (BYU ontology)(BYU ontology)



SRV [1998]SRV [1998]
•• Relational Algorithm (top-down)Relational Algorithm (top-down)
•• FeaturesFeatures

•• Simple features (e.g., length, character type, Simple features (e.g., length, character type, ……))
•• Relational features (e.g., next-token, Relational features (e.g., next-token, ……))

•• AdvantagesAdvantages
•• Expressive rule representationExpressive rule representation

•• DrawbacksDrawbacks
•• Single-slot rule generationSingle-slot rule generation
•• Large-volume of training dataLarge-volume of training data



SRV RuleSRV Rule



WHISK [1998]WHISK [1998]
•• Covering Algorithm (top-down)Covering Algorithm (top-down)
•• AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Learn multi-slot extraction rulesLearn multi-slot extraction rules
•• Handle various order of items-to-be-extractedHandle various order of items-to-be-extracted
•• Handle document types from free text toHandle document types from free text to

structured textstructured text
•• DrawbacksDrawbacks

•• Must see all the permutations of itemsMust see all the permutations of items
•• Less expressive feature setLess expressive feature set
•• Need large volume of training dataNeed large volume of training data



WHISK RuleWHISK Rule



WIEN [1997]WIEN [1997]
•• AssumesAssumes

•• Items are always in fixed, known orderItems are always in fixed, known order
•• Introduces several types of wrappersIntroduces several types of wrappers
•• AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Fast to learn and extractFast to learn and extract
•• DrawbacksDrawbacks

•• Can not handle permutations and missing itemsCan not handle permutations and missing items
•• Must label entire pagesMust label entire pages
•• Does not use semantic classesDoes not use semantic classes



WIEN RuleWIEN Rule



SoftMealySoftMealy [1998] [1998]
•• Learns a transducerLearns a transducer
•• AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Learns order of itemsLearns order of items
•• Allows item permutations and missing itemsAllows item permutations and missing items
•• Allows both the use of semantic classes andAllows both the use of semantic classes and

disjunctionsdisjunctions
•• DrawbacksDrawbacks

•• Must see all possible permutationsMust see all possible permutations
•• Can not use delimiters that do not immediatelyCan not use delimiters that do not immediately

precede and follow the relevant itemsprecede and follow the relevant items



SoftMealySoftMealy Rule Rule



STALKER [1998,1999,2001]STALKER [1998,1999,2001]
•• Hierarchical Information ExtractionHierarchical Information Extraction
•• Embedded Catalog Tree (ECT) FormalismEmbedded Catalog Tree (ECT) Formalism
•• AdvantagesAdvantages

•• Extracts nested dataExtracts nested data
•• Allows item permutations and missing itemsAllows item permutations and missing items
•• Need not see all of the permutationsNeed not see all of the permutations
•• One hard-to-extract item does not affect othersOne hard-to-extract item does not affect others

•• DrawbacksDrawbacks
•• Does not exploit item orderDoes not exploit item order



STALKER RuleSTALKER Rule



DIPRE: Web as corpus (Brin,DIPRE: Web as corpus (Brin,
19981998))
(Dual Iterative Pattern Relation(Dual Iterative Pattern Relation
Expansion)Expansion)

•Input
– Web sites (24 million web pages in http://google.stanford.edu, 147 gigabytes)
– a seed of relations, e.g., author-title-pair of a book

•Pattern: a tuple of with regular expressions
– <order, urlprefix, prefix, middle, suffix>
– a text pattern: <LI><B>title</B> by author (
– a url pattern: www.sff.net/locus/c.*

• Duality Principle (boostrapping)
– Patterns and relations

• Pattern generation (url adaptive patterns)
–  a text pattern is associated with a url pattern
–  prefix and suffix are generated based on the longest match of all instances

• Constraints: patterns should meet specificity requirement
•Advantages

–Unsupervised, open-domain
•Disadvantages

–Only surface string will be considered
–Not applicable and scalable to related terms belong to diffent relationships
–No disambiguation solution

• URLS
•http://www-db.stanford.edu/~sergey/



Summary of QualitativeSummary of Qualitative
AnalysisAnalysis



Graphical Perspective ofGraphical Perspective of
Qualitative AnalysisQualitative Analysis



Nested_Nested_
datadata

FreeFree ResilientResilientPermutaPermuta__
tionstions

MissingMissing
itemsitems

Multi-Multi-
slotslot

Single-Single-
slotslot

SemiSemiStrucStruc__
tureture

NameName

XX

XX

XX

??

XX

XX

??
??

XXXXXXXXROAD_ROAD_
RUNNERRUNNER

XXXXXXAutoSloAutoSlo
gg

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXBYUBYU
OntoOnto

??X*X*XXXXXXXXXXWHISKWHISK

??XXXXXXXXXXSRVSRV

??XXXXXXXXXXRAPIERRAPIER

XXXX**XXXXXXSTALKESTALKE
RR

X*X*XXXXXXXXXXSoftMeaSoftMea
lyly

XXXXXXWIENWIEN

X means the information extraction system  has the capability; X* means the information extraction system  has the
ability as long as the training corpus can accommodate the required training data; ? Shows that the systems can
has the ability in somewhat degree; * means that the extraction pattern itself doesn’t show the ability, but the
overall system has the capability.



Dealing with Large AmountDealing with Large Amount
DataData

••Free TextFree Text
••SnowballSnowball

••WebWeb
••DIPREDIPRE



Web DocumentsWeb Documents

•• Semi-structured and UnstructuredSemi-structured and Unstructured
•• RAPIER (E. RAPIER (E. CaliffCaliff, 1997), 1997)
•• SRV (D. SRV (D. FreitagFreitag, 1998), 1998)
•• WHISK (S. WHISK (S. SoderlandSoderland, 1998), 1998)

•• Semi-structured and StructuredSemi-structured and Structured
•• WIEN (N. WIEN (N. KushmerickKushmerick, 1997), 1997)
•• SoftMealySoftMealy (C-H. Hsu, 1998) (C-H. Hsu, 1998)
•• STALKER (I. STALKER (I. MusleaMuslea, S. Minton, C. , S. Minton, C. KnoblockKnoblock,,

1998)1998)
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